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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Mix Leather Soft Cover

LEGS
Metal Wood Upholstered Castors Plastic

FILLING
Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Standard Comfort Firm Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Nails Contrast Stitching Removable

WRINKLES &
VISUAL

APPEARANCE

Low Medium High

WRINKLES & VISUAL APPEARANCE
Due to a combination of the elasticity of the covering, the nature of the interior construction and the design for comfortability of the product, the model may exhibit
differing levels of wrinkles.

Low Medium High

The models need to be dressed on a regular basis to maintain their appearance and the wrinkles should not be considered as a manufacturing defect, but a natural
characteristic of the product.

NOTES

Also available all in leather from category 15 Le Mans or in a leather-fabric mix including
Byborre

Available in Byborre covering, designed by Dutch textile innovation studio BORRE, a yarn that
combines very high quality wool and recycled PES with 3D pattern and available in several
colours.

When the model is in a leather + Byborre mix, the categories are: 1D (Le Mans + Byborre); 2D
(Status + Byborre); 3C (Stromboli + Byborre); 4C (Siena + Byborre).

When the model is in a standard leather + fabric mix, the mix categories are: 1B (Le Mans + one
of the fabrics of your choice from the NI collection) 2B (Status + one of the fabrics of your
choice from the NI collection) 3A (Stromboli + one of the fabrics of your choice from the NI
collection) 4A (Siena + one of the fabrics of your choice from the NI collection).

FIRST FABRIC COVERING: Seat cushions, back cushions, headrest and base. SECOND
LEATHER COVERING: External frame. THIRD LEATHER COVERING: Internal armrest.

The headrest is equipped with a manual mechanism that allows it to be lifted to different
heights. In addition to lifting up, the headrest can be rotated forward and backward to reach
the desired comfort.

The model has visible internal buttons to activate the mechanism.
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NOTES

The hidden metal feet with anti-scratch and non-slip rubbers offer a practical solution for
protecting floors.

Feet height 4,0 cm
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